The first book about the Traditional Music of East Timor
written for both Timorese and English readers

“Lian Husi Klamar Sounds of the Soul
The Traditional Music of Timor Leste”

DUE FOR RELEASE IN EARLY OCTOBER 2012

This book will appeal to those interested in the traditional culture of Timor, particularly its music, and the visual splendour of the country.

Features of the book include:

• 160 visually rich pages in full colour, with 20 reproductions of contemporary paintings by selected Timorese Artists.
• Text published in both Tetun and English languages.
• 20 Traditional Songs complete with text and music notation, published in both Western and Indonesian systems.
• Accompanying DVD video and CD audio recordings of traditional music and performances.
• A separate 52 page colouring booklet, *Lafaek Holds a Party*, introducing Traditional Instruments to children from 5 to 12, with delightful illustrations by Timorese artists, Tony Amaral and Pelle Pereira.

• *Lian Husi Klamar Sounds of the Soul The Traditional Music of East Timor with CD and DVD*, plus *Lafaek Holds a Party*, will retail at $59.95.

OR

You can pre-order *Lian Husi Klamar Sounds of the Soul The Traditional Music of East Timor with CD and DVD*, plus *Lafaek Holds a Party*, before 31st October 2012, for only $50 a copy.

To order your copy now contact:
Tekee Media
rosdunlop@tekeemedia.com
+61 2 98102253, 0418802757
17 Callan Street, Rozelle NSW 2039 Australia